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HANDOUT 6: RELATIONS AND QUANTIFICATION 

  
 

Inference patterns to account for  

 

In our last handout, we saw that our relational theory of quantification correctly predicts 

the validity of syllogisms of the following kind:   

  

  

(1) All Americans speak English.  

All Bostonians are Americans.   

_______________________ 

All Bostonians speak English.   

  

  

(2) No Europeans speak Mohawk.  

All Austrians are Europeans.   

 _______________________  

No Austrians speak Mohawk.   

  

In addition to the typical Aristotelian syllogisms, our semantics correctly predicts the 

validity of the following inference patterns:  

 

  

(3) 50% of all Americans speak Spanish.  

_______________________  

Some Americans speak Spanish.  

  

  

(4) All Americans speak English.  

Mary is American.    

_______________________ 

Mary speaks English.  

  

  

(5) Mary is American.  

Mary speaks Spanish.    

_______________________ 

 Some American speaks Spanish.   
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We saw that given our semantic interpretation rules, the validity of those inference 

patterns ultimately reduces to principles of set theory.  

  

There is one type of inference, however, which is intuitively valid (and was judged valid 

by Aristotle), but whose validity is not predicted by our semantics:  

  

(6) All men are mortal.  

_________________  

Some man is mortal.  

  

  

If there are no men, the set of all men is empty, hence a subset of any set. We predict, then, that 

all men are mortal is trivially true in this case.  But then all men are mortal does not logically 

imply some man is mortal.  According to our theory, then, there are possible situations in 

which all men are mortal is true, but some man is mortal is false.  Modern semanticists share 

Aristotle’s intuition, but account for it through the interaction of semantic and pragmatic 

principles. In the end, then, this slight discrepancy does not have to bother us.   

  

There are other inadequacies that are more serious. There are some inference patterns 

which any semantic theory should predict to be valid, but which our semantic theory 

cannot yet account for.  Here are some illustrations:  

  

  

(7) All BMWs are cars.  

_______________________ 

Everybody who owns a BMW owns a car.   

  

(8) There is a movie that all critics admire.     

            _______________________  

Every critic admires at least one movie.   

  

  

(9) There is a barber who shaves all barbers. 

______________________ 

 Some barber shaves himself.   

  

  

There is an essential piece missing in our semantic theory so far: transitive verbs, and 

more generally, expressions that denote relations. We have to get clear about the 

semantics of those lexical items, then, before we can hope to be able to predict the 

validity of (7) to (9).    
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Reminder: Our current lexicon  

Below, you find excerpts from our current lexicon.  The lexicon lists the meaning of 

words.   

  

Names  

Proper names denote individuals: People, cities, rivers, etc. Their denotation does not 

depend on situations. My name denotes me, regardless of the situation I am in.  

  

[[The Grand Canyon ]] = The Grand Canyon etc.  

  

Common nouns  

Common nouns pick out sets of individuals. Which set this is depends on the situation. 

Here at home, the noun ‘cat’ picks out the set of all cats in my house. In any actual or 

possible situations s the noun ‘cat’ picks out the set of all cats in s.    

  

For all possible situations s we have:  

[[ city ]](s) = {a: a is a city in s }  

[[tourist trap]](s) = {a: a is a tourist trap in s } etc.  

  

Intransitive verbs  

Intransitive verbs like ‘ponder’ pick out sets of individuals that may again vary from one 

situation to the other.  

  

For all possible situations s, we have:  

[[disagrees ]](s) = {a: a disagrees in s } 

[[ weeps ]](s) = {a: a weeps in s} etc.  

  

(Intersective) Adjectives  

We won’t have time to go over adjectives in this class, but some (although not 

all) adjectives can be treated just like common nouns and intransitive verbs.  

  

For all situations s:  

[[happy]](s) = {a: a disagrees in s }  

  

This requires our adding an intersective adjective rule (AR) that combines 

an adjective like happy with common noun like cat to form a common noun, in this case, 

happy cat.  
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Adjective Rule (AR)   

  

If α is an adjective, and β is a common noun, then for all situations s:   

[[ αβ]] (s) = [[α ]]c(s) ∩ [[β ]](s).  

  

Note that this rule will not work for non-intersective adjectives like 

skillful and alleged. Convince yourself of why.   

  

Adding binary relations  

  

Prepositions  

Prepositions like ‘next to’ denote binary relations, hence sets of ordered pairs. Again, the 

set depends on the situation. The pair consisting of you and Chris may be in the set today, 

in this classroom. In other situations the same pair may not be in the set denoted by ‘next 

to’.      

  

For all possible situations s we have:  

[[ behind ]](s) = { <a,b>: a is behind b in s } 

[[next to ]](s) = {<a,b>: a is next to b in s } etc.  

  

Transitive verbs  

Transitive verbs like ‘love’ also pick out binary relations, hence sets of ordered pairs. 

Again, these sets may vary from one situation to the next.   

  

For all possible situations s we have:  

[[loves ]](s) = { <a,b>: a loves b in s }  

[[ resembles ]](s) = { <a,b>: a resembles b in s } etc.   

  

Semantic interpretation rules  

In this section, you find all the semantic interpretation rules that have to do with VPs.  

Some of the rules are already familiar, others are new.  As usual, the rules are meant to 

model our ability to compute the meanings of new expressions, provided we know the 

meanings of all lexical items they contain. This ability is a very basic cognitive ability. In 

fact, it is so basic that we hardly ever think about it.  
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Predication Rule  

S1  If α is a name and β is an intransitive verb or a VP, then α β is a sentence, and  

            [[ α  β ]]  =  {s: [[ α ]] ∈ [[ β ]](s) }.  

  

This rule tells us that a name and an intransitive verb or a complex VP can be combined 

into a sentence, and it specifies how the sentence denotation can be computed from the 

denotation of the name and the denotation of the predicate.   

  

Predicative NPs  

S2  If α is a common noun, then a(n) α  is an NP, and [[a(n) α]]  = [[ α]].  

  

This rule tells us that we can form a (predicative) NP by placing the indefinite article 

“a(n)” in front of a common noun. It also determines that the denotation of the resulting 

NP is the same as the denotation of the common noun all by itself.   

 

VPs projected from the copula  

   

S3  If α is an adjective, NP, or PP, then    

            is α is a VP, and [[is α]]  = [[ α]].   

  

This rule tells us that we can form VPs by placing an adjective, NP, or a PP after the 

copula “is”. And it specifies (presumably wrongly) that the copula makes no contribution 

to the denotation of the resulting predicate.  

  

VPs projected from transitive verbs  

 S4  If α is a transitive verb and β is a name, then αβ is a VP, and for all        

            possible situations s, [[αβ]](s) = {a: < a,  [[β ]] > ∈ [[α ]](s)}.  

  

This rule tells us that a transitive verb followed by a name is a VP. And it specifies how 

the denotation of the resulting VP is computed, given the denotations of the verb and the 

name.  
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PPs       

S5  If α is a preposition and β is a name, then  αβ  is a PP, and for all     

            possible situations s, [[ αβ ]](s) = { a: < a, [[β ]] > ∈ [[α ]](s) }.  

  

This rule tells us that a preposition followed by a name is a PP. And it specifies how the 

denotation of the resulting PP is computed, given the denotations of the preposition and 

the name.  

   

Sample computations 

 

[[Jay admires Kay]] 

 

I recommend that before you launch into a computation you make a plan like the one below 

detailing what pieces that you have to put together and which rules you will use to do so. 

 

 

Now we can move forward with the computation. Remember that each step requires a 

justification. 
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[[Jay admires Kay]] 

 

       For all possible situations s: 

1. [[Jay]]  =  Jay        Lexicon 

2. [[Kay]] =  Kay        Lexicon 

3. [[admires]] (s)        = { <a,b>: a admires b in s}   Lexicon 

4. [[admires Kay]](s) = {a: <a, [[Kay]]> ∈ [[admires]](s)}  S4 

5. [[admires Kay]](s) = {a:<a, Kay> ∈ {<a,b>: a admires b in s}}   Substitution using 1,3 

6. [[admires Kay]](s) = {a: a admires Kay in s}   Set Theory  (CP) 

7. [[Jay admires Kay]] = {s: [[Jay]] ∈ [[admires Kay]](s)}   S1 

8. [[Jay admires Kay]] = {s: Jay ∈ {a: a admires Kay in s}}  Substitution using 1,6 

9. [[Jay admires Kay]] = {s: Jay admires Kay in s}   Set Theory (CP) 

 

Note that in the last two steps we have removed all bold facing.  

We do not have any more linguistic expressions. What is left is 

the set of all possible situations in which Jay admires Kay. 

                                                                 

Note that this computation requires us to use our Existential Quantification rule from our 

Common Nouns and Quantifiers handout 

 

                        

                 

 

 

 

 

                Existential Quantification Rule (EQ)  

      If  is a common noun and  is a predicate (= VP), then:   

       [[some    ]] = { s  S: [[]] (s)  [[]] (s) ≠  }  
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[[Some linguist loves Kay]] 

For all possible situation s: 

 

1.   [[Kay]]  =  Kay       Lexicon 

2.   [[linguist]] (s) =  {a: a is a linguist in s}    Lexicon 

3. [[loves]] (s)     = { <a,b>: a loves b in s}     Lexicon 

4. [[loves Kay]](s) = {a: <a, [[Kay]]> ∈ [[loves]](s)}   S4 

5. [[loves Kay]](s) = {a:<a, Kay> ∈ {<a,b>: a loves b in s}}    Substitution using 1,3 

6. [[loves Kay]](s) = {a: a loves Kay in s}    Set Theory  (CP) 

7. [[ Some linguist loves Kay]] =  

  {s: [[linguist]](s)  [[loves Kay]](s) ≠  }                          EQ 

8. [[Some linguist loves Kay]] =  

{s: {a: a is a linguist in s}  {a: a loves Kay in s} ≠  }  Substitution using 2,6 

   

 

The intersection of the set of individuals that are linguists and the set of individuals that 

love Kay gives us the set of linguists that love Kay. 8 tells us that this set is not empty, 

that is, there is at least one linguist that loves Kay. In other words, 8 says that some 

linguist loves Kay. 

 

The next step 

We have some progress towards accounting for the validity of the inference patterns in 

(7), (8), and (9).  At least we know how to interpret the transitive verbs own, admire, or 

shave.  However, we are not over the hill yet.   We do not yet know how to compute the 

denotations of the VPs those verbs project when their direct object is not a name, but a 

quantifier phrase.  This happens to be one of the hardest problems ever encountered in the 

history of logic - judging by the time it took logicians to solve it: More than 2000 years.     

  

  

  

    

  


